
Start page

The search engine module (central element of the start view) consists of 6 search engines. APCAT enables searching by internal AP number, 
manufacturer's number or OE part number. Part selection can also be done by searching by vehicle, VIN number and KBA number. There is 
also a search engine in the universal parts segment and a tyre search engine. The starting view also consists of an archive of searchable parts 
and vehicles. The left side of the start view (which accompanies us at any moment of surfing the catalogue) also consists of: a search engine 
according to the engine number of the vehicle, a search engine number in TecDoc and information on the next departure of the delivery to the 
customer. Brief information about the upper tabs: CIS F-Vat module, returns claims payments ;START tab allows you to return to the homepage; 
MOTORCYCLE tab launches a view of the motorcycle assortment tree; UNIVERAL PARTS we go to the universal assortment search; TOOLS 
tab displays the workshop assortment and the PROMOTIONS tab which refers us to current promotions in Auto Partner S.A. 



VEHICLE SEARCH

Find the vehicle you are interested in step by step:

1) Classical search, i.e. through a descriptive version.



2) Graphical search with manufacturers' logos and photos of vehicles.



Search tree

Searching for parts in the catalogue can also be done by selecting a descriptive version of the tree - assortment group. This will allow you to 
display the assortment within a specific product (e.g. brake pads).

FastClick search



The FastClick icons are a much faster and versatile way to find parts. These icons refer directly to the offer, and the criteria filter and the 
manufacturer allow you to select the product you are interested in.

Create a personalized FastClick icon



The FastClick tab gives you the opportunity to create your own product group and select a personalized icon. Example: the customer mainly 
buys a set of timing chain. In order not to go through the parts search every time, it is possible to create a FC icon which will contain only timing 
chain sets.

Parts selection view - detailed view



The parts selection panel allows you to filter the results by assortment group, manufacturer and installation site. It is also possible to enter a 
search criterion. Example: width of brake pads 146 mm. By typing 146 in the appropriate place, the search engine displays only brake pads that 
meet the criterion. By clicking on the "replacements" icon, all replacement products from the internal AP database are displayed. At the very 
bottom of the screen appears information about engine types that occur in a given vehicle model, by clicking on the engine designation we are 
interested in, the catalogue restricts the results only to products suitable for the vehicle with such an engine designation. After selecting the 
product, select the quantity and add the product to the basket by clicking on the "basket" icon. By clicking on the appropriate icon you can 
change the view from detailed to compact and vice versa, as well as choose the option to show all products or only available. APCAT also 
allows you to compare products. 

Compact view



In the right part of the parts selection view there are FastMovers icons - the most popular assortment groups within a selected vehicle. After 
clicking on the icon, the catalogue takes us to the offer.

View of the product comparison 



The parts comparison engine compiles all the necessary information on the products selected for comparison.

Search in EUROTAX



APCAT also offers a parts search in EUROTAX. It consists of a "hike" along the frame of the vehicle, which will eventually lead us to the part we 
are interested in.

Service programs



The catalogue also has a service program module (for a fee). These are AWDOC, AutoData, HaynesPro. Their biggest advantage is direct 
redirection from the service program to the offer.



Universal parts

The "universal parts" tab allows you to search for parts such as wipers, accessories, tires, chemicals, oils and many more. After selecting the 
main assortment group, select a subgroup of parts that interest us.



Select universal parts

The criteria panel allows you to filter the displayed search results.

Basket



APCAT allows you to create many shopping basket, personalized according to the customer's needs (giving a name). The basket also allows 
you to import orders from a file. From the basket view we can also create an offer, with the possibility of forwarding it to the customer (+ print 
option). Clicking the "order" button - we order goods.



CIS

The CIS tab allows to view current settlements with AP S.A. . Invoices, WZ documents and summaries of selected values are located in one 
place.


